
       07: Countable and Uncountable Sets



AY:HOW TO CONT.

domain co-domain B
Recall f: A - B. ⑲ f(c)

"maps"x 1- f(x)

&
·If ( < A, Dc B

define f(x) =9f(x):x =c3

theageessf(D) =[X: f(x) =D3

·When FCA):B, say
I is to (a subjection ( ->7

When f(x)=f(y) implies xy, say of is #1 (an injection ( -

When I is 1-2 and onto, call of a bijection ->>

and say A andB are in "1-1 corresponding
"

Write AwB
·mentaryCounting use A: Tn= 31,2,3,..., n3. or J0 = b.

Ex 9' 8,8,T7 =A Say1Al=4.

I i

Lef: Call A finite if ArJn, else A infinite.

Call A countable if A -N.

EX: N is countable:use f:N + NN where f(x) =X.

Ex A sequence X,X2, ... is countable

↑--

NOTE:A setthat can be "listed"in sequence is countable!

Ex:52,3,4,5, ... 3 is countable, use f(n) =n+1

91,2,3, ..., k-1, k1, k+2,...3, use f(n)=n ifack

f(x) =n+1 if n =K.



Ihm:N isinfinite.

of by induction on n, show ( trJn.

base case. If IN2913, then consider (N19(1) is not empty.

int step:if N * In,then NN N Jn+1.

If there were (N Jn+1 =31,2, ..., n+13.
then I bijection (N19h(n+1s] <2 Jn =51, . . ., n3

Ibijection f P.Imjection-

·EXN -2(X =[2,4,6,8,... 3. use f(x)=2n.
exen

N, 2N has same minality. ("size"(

· Ex x =5. . . . , - 33 -23 -0123... 3 is countable

Ihm:Every Inf subset E of countable setA is countable.

#
idea Let A:9x,X2, x3, ... 3.

Let n, =inf[i:xi = E}
12 =inf5i:XicE, i zn.3

n=inf3i:XiGE, is-
Then E =9Xn, Xnz, .... 3#.



Ihm:Ais countable.

- I
Y 2, 3/4...
- X

42*22 3/242

(43,y3/94...
thm:Acountable ->A xA countable.

Aim:IR is not countable.

(4) Suppose I bijection. 1 -0.82345678

we can show itis not bijection 24-0.34415926
3 -> 0.14142135

45> 0.97787747

54-0.4/324089

0.17717... =x*,

**is not f(n) for any U.

Ihm:For any A, A x2* the power setof A


